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Fill in the gaps

1. The contradiction was not ___________ apparent.

Using ColloCaid for Academic Writing

2. They had to _______________ the activities of each group.
Ana Frankenberg-Garcia
a.frankenberg-garcia@surrey.ac.uk

3. The system has been _____________ adopted in the UK.
4. The results are ______________

in Table 3.

5. There was a _______________ increase ___ prices.
6. Based ___ previous research, we conclude that…
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About the exercise

Possible answers

especially,
1. The contradiction was not clearly,
___________
apparent.
immediately,
readily

monitor, coordinate,
2. They had to _______________
the activities of each group.
organize, regulate

widely, formally,
3. The system has been _____________
adopted in the UK.
readily, increasingly

presented, shown,
4. The results are ______________
displayed, provided

in Table 3.

sharp, slight,
5. There was a _______________
increase ___
prices.
in
significant, steady

6. Based ___
on previous research, we conclude that…
• What kind of English are the gapped sentences about?
• Can more than one word fit each gap?
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Gaps for testing recall of academic English collocations
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Collocation defined

Collocation defined

• Phraseological school perspective

Words conventionally used together

• collocations ≠ idioms, fixed expressions, binomials, etc.

Words which just sound right together

• cold feet?
• Lexical:

• Firthian perspective

• immediately apparent

lexical items occurring together more frequently than just by
chance

• monitor activities
•

Grammatical:

• How can you check this?

• depend on sth

• Use a corpus

• interested in sth
•

light increase or slight increase

Lexical and grammatical:

• increase in prices

Oxford Corpus of Academic English

• increase of 10%

Occurrence
Co-occurrence 1 left of increase

• based in Lisbon

LogDice score

• based on data
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light

slight

14,926

1,254

1

97

0.7

8.92
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Collocations and reading

Collocations and writing

Which of the following is easier to read?
Writing is easier if you don’t have to stop and think of collocations

1. Fine use of collocations can highly improve readability.
2. Effective use of collocations can greatly improve readability .
What verb can I use
with report?

fine use - effective use
highly improve - greatly improve

What adjective can I
use with
hypothesis?

• Known word combinations are processed with less effort
(Conklin and Schmitt 2007, 2012; Ellis et al. 2008)

• Read as a single chunk, not each word separately
• Idiom principle (Sinclair 1991)
• Collocationally rich texts are easier to read and perceived
as more fluent

• submit a report
• working hypothesis
If you can recall collocations as a chunk, you can concentrate on other
aspects of writing

(Pawley & Syder 1983; Crossley et al. 2015)
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Collocations and L2 learning

Collocations and L2 learning
• Clashing L1-L2 collocations can be particularly problematic
(Nesselhauf 2005; Gilquin 2007; Peters 2016)

Collocations are notably difficult for L2 learners (Pawley and
Syder 1983; Natinger and DeCarrico 1992; Howarth 1998; Wray 2002;
Frankenberg-Garcia 2018, Tavares-Pinto et al. 2021)

• EN: *increase of prices
• PT: subida de preços

• Errors: *an increase of prices
• Atypical uses: ? a light increase
• Less visible issues

• EN: ?a light increase
• PT: um ligeiro aumento

• Limited collocation repertoire

• But certain cognate collocations underused! (Tavares Pinto et al. 2021)
• EN: empirical study

• Collocation avoidance
• Collocation overuse
• Possible misconceptions about collocation strength

• PT: estudo empírico
• for instance sounds better than for example? (FrankenbergGarcia & Pina 1998)
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Collocations and EAP

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Learners often unaware of collocation problems

Every option must remain on the table .
She set the table and began breakfast.
Her right hand was lying casually on the table .
Your task is to clear the table .
Booked a table of 5 for lunch on Saturday.
It's a more lucrative sideline than waiting tables .
Mary sat with her elbows on the kitchen table
Joe placed the tray on the bedside table and poured the tea.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Teaching EAP Collocations

Academic English has its own set of collocations (Ackerman & Chen 2013,
Frankenberg-Garcia et al. 2020)
•

Friday, 29 January 2021

(Nesselhauf 2005; Durrant and Schmitt 2009; Laufer and Waldman
2011; Frankenberg-Garcia 2014; 2018)

• Cannot ask for help is they don’t know they need help
• What can we do to help learners with EAP collocations?

The final coding system is listed in table 1.
Overall results are shown in table 42.
Various organisms isolated are shown in table 2.
The results are reported in table 3.
The rate constant k is given in table 15.
The data is summarized in table 3.
The results are reproduced in table 2.
The general logistic models are presented in table 2.
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Raise awareness of collocation

Use textbooks with explanations and exercises

• Some words fit and sound natural, others don’t
• Not just a matter of grammar & errors!
• Fluency and readability affected
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Use textbooks with explanations and exercises
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Teach learners to use dictionaries for writing

O’Dell & McCarthy (2008) – English Collocations in Use

• Look up words whose meaning they already know
Macmillan English Dictionary (https://www.macmillandictionary.com)

Reading like a
writer
(Smith 1983)
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Teach learners to navigate dictionary entries

Recommend collocation dictionaries

Collocation often secondary
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Recommend collocation dictionaries

TEL tools you can use

Collocates of research in COCA

(Ackermann and Chen 2013)
around 2400 EAP collocations

https://corpus.byu.edu/coca/ (Davies 2008)
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TEL tools you can use
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TEL tools you can use

http://flax.nzdl.org/greenstone3/flax?a=fp&sa=collAbout&c=collocations
https://skell.sketchengine.eu (Baisa & Suchomel 2014)
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Excellent collocation resources available, but some limitations

Excellent collocation resources available, but some limitations

EAP textbooks

Corpora

• Good for raising awareness of collocation, but limited
space to cover everything

• Generally not very intuitive

• Not practical during writing

• Learners

• Noisy data (irrelevant, misleading, too much information)
• Don’t always know how to select appropriate corpus

General & EAP dictionaries

• Don’t always know how to build corpus queries

• Information on collocation not obvious, so learners need
to be taught about it

• Can misinterpret results
• Can get distracted by corpus data

• Limited space, limited coverage of collocation

Corpus-based tools (e.g. SkELL, Flax)

Collocation dictionaries

• Noisy data

• Focus on general English, less on academic language
• Longman Collocations Dictionary and Thesaurus:
appendix with 2469 academic English collocations
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• SkELL: not academic
• Flax: student writing
23
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What’s more...

• Looking up collocations during writing can interrupt
thoughts and flow of words
(Yoon 2016; Tarp et al. 2017)

• Learners tend to overestimate their knowledge of
collocations
(Frankenberg-Garcia 2005; Laufer 2011)

• Writers will not look up collocations if are not aware of
their limitations
An alternative solution?
25
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What’s different about ColloCaid?
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What’s different about ColloCaid?

• Based on data-driven learning (Johns 1991)

• Can help writers to expand their collocation repertoire

• Collocations are shown, not explained

• Reminders & suggestions of collocations that writers …

• Learners value examples (e.g. Chan 2011; Dziemianko
2006, 2012)

• Don’t remember
• Use less frequently

• Multiple examples help more (Frankenberg-Garcia 2012;
2014; 2015)

• Don’t feel confident enough to use
• Could be unreasonably avoiding

• Interactive text-editor integration
• Works in real time, writers do not have to stop writing

• Collocation data is curated, so writers don’t get distracted by

• Informed by HCI research (Rees et al. 2019)

• Information that is hard to find

• Interactive menus

• Irrelevant, misleading or too much information

• Working memory constraints
• Short, easy to read examples
27
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What data is behind ColloCaid?
General Academic English
words
Academic Keyword List
(Paquot 2010)
Academic Collocations List
(Ackermann & Chen 2013)
Academic Vocabulary List
(Gardner & Davies 2014)
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How do you access ColloCaid?
www.collocaid.uk

Expert writing corpora
Oxford Corpus of Academic English
Pearson International Corpus of Academic English

Links to further examples from SkELL
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ColloCaid prototype

How can you use ColloCaid in class?
Fill in the gaps exercises

• Works online
• Compatible with multiple devices and operating systems
• Texts are private – we do not see or store them

How can you use ColloCaid in class?

How can you use ColloCaid in class?

Raise awareness of difference between N+V and V+N collocations

Raise awareness of difference between N+V and V+N collocations



☺

How can you use ColloCaid in class?

How can you use ColloCaid in class?

Raise awareness of which word governs the collocation

Raise awareness that preposition choice may depend on both the word that governs the
collocation and what comes next



☺
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How can you use ColloCaid in class?

How can you use ColloCaid in class?

Encourage students to practice writing directly in ColloCaid

Ask students to improve their texts in ColloCaid
Click here to activate/deactivate ColloCaid
(all words underlined covered)

• Does NOT check spelling or correct mistakes
• Collocation suggestions only

• Expand vocabulary
• Dare to use collocations not used before

How can you use ColloCaid in class?

More from ColloCaid

Help when marking

• Editing tool focuses on collocation suggestions
• Separate database of common errors also available
• 361 collocation errors and other issues found widely and
frequently in English academic writing
• Plus possible solutions!
•
•
•
•
•

accept to pay X agree to pay (lexical choice)
in the one hand X on the one hand (grammatical choice)
give an advice X give advice (collocation use: countability)
ability of using X ability to use (collocation use: gerund/infinitive)
a bit small X rather small (collocation use: formality)

• Compiled from learner corpora, textbooks, dictionaries and grammars

How can you use ColloCaid in class?

What do users think?

www.collocaid.uk

122 responses based on early prototype versions 0.1 to 0.3
100

Best Imaginable
Excellent

90
80

Good

70

SUS average
60
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50
40

Poor

30

Awful

20

Worst
imaginable

10
0
Poznań 0.1
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Paris 0.1

Brazil 0.2

Brazil 0.3

León 0.3
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Positive feedback

Suggestions for improvement
More words could be added to ColloCaid, like academic words from
specific areas

It is user friendly and it has lots of examples

•
•

It's very intuitive. Easy to use. I like it when it gives only 1
example to begin with and then later you can get more, if
you need more

Maybe it could be compatible with text editors we use daily, such as
Microsoft Word
•
•

You can look for the word you´re interested on without
wasting time

Couldn’t agree more!
Possible Google Docs integration…

Install a auto saving mechanism so that the text that I am composing is not
damage or lost
•

I like the fact that it gives me combinations of words that
sound more formal and academic than the ones I would
think myself

Privacy & data protection issues, but export to txt added

The interface / appearance could be more appealing but that is not a really
important issue and I guess it is the last thing to improve
•
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Database has been expanded since early prototypes
But focus continues to be general academic English
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Visualisation: tree view

Visualisation developed
44
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Visualisation: fan view (yet to come)
Bowtie
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Who is using ColloCaid?
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3604 registered users on 27/01/2021

• Prototype not broadly advertised yet
• Current version 0.6
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Intended uses

Main activity of users

294

Main writing language of users

a.frankenberg-garcia@surrey.ac.uk
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Try our prototype

www.collocaid.uk
ColloCaid is funded by the
UK Arts and Humanities Research Council
(AH/P003508/1)

Principal Investigator
Dr Ana Frankenberg-Garcia (Surrey)
Co-investigators
Prof Robert Lew (Poznan), Prof Jonathan Roberts (Bangor)
Researchers
Dr Geraint Rees (Surrey), Peter Butcher (Bangor) & Dr Nirwan Sharma (formerly
Bangor)
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